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   Tent Accessories    
Centerpoles are a major focal point of a tent. It’s in the name - they are in the center of the tent! Center pole 
draping gives a regular pole a pleasing, sophisticated look!

Our side pole drapes add a touch of class to the side poles in our tents. These white drapes are the perfect way 
to dress up the perimeter of your tent.

Add sidewalls to any of our tents to help protect you and your guests from wind or rain! Choose from either 
window side walls or clear sidewalls to match your preference.
*Sidewalls cannot 100% block out rain/ wind/ cold. The elements will still get in somehow, but sidewalls will reduce their severity.*

Center Pole Draping

Side Pole Draping

Sidewalls

See Page 68 for more information. 
Tent Liner

See Page 12 for more info. 
Tent Draping

See Page 32-38 for more info. 
Tent Lighting
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   Tent Liner    
If you are looking to add an elegant touch to your tradional pole tent, add a fabric ceiling! The tent liner will 
soften up the look of the tent while adding an elegant feel. Pair with illuminating lighting to create a warm 
glow or a colorful effect.

Available Dimensions
40’x40’
40’x60’
40’x80’

40’x100’
40’x120’
40’x140’

20x30 Frame Tent
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   Tent Lighting    
Look through our selection of lighting available in tents to find one that perfectly fits your wedding or event 
style. From elegant and glamour to rustic chic, we have an option for you!

Bulb Rope Strands
Include dimmers & can be hung in a variety of ways inside tent -Recommend 1 Strand per Centerpole

Illuminating Lighting
Illuminating lighing available in any color including white, off white, gold, amber, blue, red, green, pink and more.

*Only available with tent liner rental*

Chandeliers
Typically recommend 1 Chandelier per Centerpole.

All tent lighting options include professional installation.

Crystal Chandelier Globe Chandelier Rustic Chandelier

Paper Lantern Lighting
Typically recommend 1 Lantern Strand per Centerpole.


